
 
 

 
Strongroom CC AGM 

 
19/10/2004 – Minutes 

 
 
Present: Richard Boote(RB), John Gower(JG), Mark Mellor(MM), Chris Woolhouse(CW), Simon 
Ray(SR), Chris Wilcock(Bully), Guy Wilson(GW), David Proctor(DP) 
 
Apologies: David Gower, Andy Taylor, Richard Woolhouse, Stu McLellan 
 
Chairmans Welcome 
RB started the meeting by welcoming everyone.  He alluded to his lack of games the season 
past, although he had kept his arm in with a game or two in Sussex. 
 
There was speculation as to whether this was the 20th season of the club and GW thought it 
might be.  RB said he had some type written from the earliest AGMs but due to constantly 
changing computer formats, some may be lost in the ether! 
 
RB then handed over to SR for the captain’s report. 
 
Captains Report 
SR steered away from the traditional round up of the games and instead preferred to give some 
impressions of the season.  It was a season of transition as the more senior players continued 
with their impressive performances, but it was the performances of the newer players that was 
to be most remembered.   
 
The round up started with the unofficial award for the most improved that went to David 
Proctor.  From lower-order flat track bully and vocal stopper from behind the timbers, he has 
transformed himself into a genuine wicket-taking bowler that hits the deck hard and asks 
questions of the opposition top order.  He took the most wickets last season. 
 
JB was a new player this season who immediately impressed all with some belligerent batting, 
but it was his bowling performances that he will be remembered for. Particularly the bowling 
spells against Gardeners away and in the first inter club game (an amazing leg-cutter to dismiss 
Shah for a duck). 



 
David Gower is fast establishing a role for himself as the anti Chris Gayle of the Strongroom side.  
His expensive spin and attritional batting made a mark on a number of games this year.  Notably 
the ‘dirty runs’ that he scored against corona to notch consecutive half-centuries. 
 
The younger Gower brother was not to be out done.  The form started with a great knock 
against Gardeners away and was rammed home in the second inter club game where he scored 
a magnificent century in a huge partnership with Mark Mellor.  He bought up his ton with 30 off 
JB’s last over. 
 
Stu Mc continued expertly behind the stumps and made one of the most amazing stumpings 
seen in recent seasons in the inter Strongroom game with some lightening fast glove work. 
 
No round up of the season could be complete without mentioning a Mellor ton and this one is 
no exception.  A great return to form in the second inter club game bought 130 undefeated 
runs.  Maybe he was spurred on by the first ball duck at the hands of Proctor the game before. 
 
In summary, it was an enjoyable season with some new players coming in like JB and Shah and 
also the return of the Orme for one game only.  The only downside was the number of cancelled 
games. 
 
Posts 
All posts were agreed to carry on from last year.  These were: 
Captain – Simon Ray 
Vice Captain – David Gower 
Chairman – Richard Boote 
Treasurer -Simon Ray 
Fixtures Secretary – Mark Mellor 
 
Fixtures 
After the problems of cancelled fixtures it was suggested we had more fixtures an in particular 
more away fixtures. RB said that getting fixtures was easier if you agreed an away fixture with 
the other clubs as well.  He also suggested that the first game of the season be an inter-club 
game.  This was unanimously agreed.  When some players suggested more fixtures, a greater 
degree of commitment was called upon from those players.  We discussed the games we had 
played last year and the games that everyone enjoyed the most were LBS and GardenersCC.  It 
was suggested that these games get the best fixtures both home and away and maybe having 
extra fixtures against these clubs.  All fixtures are to go through MM.  MM was also going to find 
out about the possibility of playing a few evening games at Highgate mid-week. 
 
Membership Cost 
Accounts were shown to be ‘healthy’, and therefore subs were held at £60.  RB suggested new 
members pay £40 for their first season and then go to £60 the next.  This was agreed.  
 
Shirts 
Red Stripe have given the club £600 to get sponsored shirts made up.  SR has the details and has 
found a supplier.  Red Stripe have sent the graphics.  RB is to supply the Strongroom CC logo to 
go on the pocket.  We should have these by the beginning of nest. A cost of £15 per shirt was 



agreed to make a bit of money to spend on kit.  
 
Website 
SR apologised for the unfinished nature of the site.  JG and DG have offered help on content as 
has Andy Orme from Australia.  JG has also offered help in design and construction.  GW has 
offered help with photos. RW is writing a history from last year! 
 
AOB 
DP suggested a tour and everyone was keen on this idea.  A long weekend was suggested as the 
format.  DP suggested Worcester as a destination.  RB suggested Sussex to play against Skip’s 
team.  The end of June was suggested as the date. 
 
SR said the kit levels were good.  We needed a new bat and some gloves and maybe some new 
wicket keeping gear as well.  Once we had sold a few of the shirts we would see about getting 
some new kit.  Bully was going to approach Arif about buying one of his bats. 
 
MM was going to find out about the National Cricket Conference as this may be a way to avoid 
cancellations and get better fixtures.  MM was also going to investigate more insurance. 
 
Nets are for 10 weeks starting on the first Tuesday in February from 8pm-9pm at Lords. 
 
40 over games were discussed.  We decided to take this on a game-by-game basis.  Time 
keeping would need to be improved if we were to go ahead with this.  We would also need to 
warn the ground staff.  We also decided to start all games at 1pm rather than 2pm. 
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